A case of self slitting of throat as a result of cannabis induced psychosis
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Abstract
Self injuring or harming or mutilating behaviour is defined as a deliberate alteration in the body tissue or destruction of body tissue in the absence of conscious suicidal thought. Patients of mental disorder may deliberately cause hundred of wounds on themselves without any intention which may actually have a cumulative effect that is the death of the patient. It seems self harming behaviour has a vast spectrum, if injuries in its domain right from mild scratches to amputation of body parts to enucleation of eyes. Patient with self behaviour almost always has suffered from mental disorders like paranoid schizophrenia or syndromes of self mutilation which may have some religious overtone attached to it.

Here we present a case of a 28-year-old male with cut throat injury in the middle of the neck in the front just above the thyroid cartilage as a result of cannabis induced psychosis.
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Introduction
Self-mutilation, self-injuring or self-harming behavior has been defined as deliberate destruction or alteration of body tissue in the absence of conscious suicidal intention. It seems incidence of self-mutilation is considerably more among women. People suffering from may cause hundred of wounds on themselves without any intention which may actually have a cumulative effect that is the death of the patient. A syndrome (Klingsor syndrome) of being self mutilation of genitals mostly in invariably in males suffering from paranoid schizophrenia and often with strong religious overtone attached to their delusion is well recognized. It seems self harming behaviour has a vast spectrum, if injuries in its domain right from mild scratches to amputation of body parts to enucleation of eyes. Common psychiatric associations with self-harming behavior includes psychotic and mood disorders like dementia, borderline personality disorder, substance abuse and mental retardation. Patients with some syndromes like the Cornelia De Lange, Prader-Willi and Lesch-Nyhan Syndromes are particularly prone to Self-mutilation. Aboseif et al in a study of 14 patients with self-inflicted genital injuries, found 65% of cases to be psychotic and 35% to be non psychotic. This report is an unusual case of a man with the self slitting of the throat as a result of cannabis induced psychosis.

Case report
A 28-year-old male was brought his brothers to emergency department of JNMCH Aligarh at 11:50 AM on 30th April 2019 with C.No. 25125 with cut throat injury in the middle and front of the neck just above the thyroid cartilage. The injury was about 6 cm in length horizontally and about 1.5 cm in width (Figure 1). Trachea and underlying structures were safe none of neurovascular structure was involved (Figure 2). The patient was hemodynamically stable, conscious, oriented and was able to speak. The patient was attended immediately wound was examined in detail. It was a clean cut injury with no horizontal cut marks, placed horizontally in the middle and front of the neck just above the thyroid cartilage. Skin and superficial muscle (platysma) was cut with sparing all the vital structures including trachea and neurovascular bundle. The Wound closed in two layers and the patient recovered well. The patient was referred to Forensic Medicine and psychiatry units for self harming behaviours.

On detailed history evaluation it was found that the patient was chronic a smoker of cannabis leaves ("marijuana", "marihuana", "hashish" and "Ganja"), commonly known as Ganja in this region of the country. He was having frequent episodes of hallucinations and had wondering tendency. This morning he was wondering in the market place with no motive, suddenly took a shaving knife (Ustura) from a barber’s shop and slit his throat without any hesitation or warning. Wound shows cutting of the skin and platysma with tailing on the left side. It’s a clean cut with no hesitation or warning. On detailed study it was found that the patient was a chronic smoker of cannabis leaves and was suffering from a diagnosis of non psychotic schizophrenia. The patient was referred to Forensic Medicine and psychiatry units for self harming behaviours.

The treatment was started with 2 mg risperidone twice daily, the patient showed marked improvement and no symptoms of delusion and hallucination, further no fresh history of cannabis intake was reported. After one month follow up, patient though showed a history of poor compliance of drug intake but there was no reversal of symptoms. This suggests that psychosis was mainly due to cannabis intake.
different classes of chemicals, including nitrogen compounds, amino acids, hydrocarbons, sugars and fatty acids can contribute to the single known pharmacological and toxicological properties of cannabinoids. New found role of cannabinoids in the treatment of nausea and pain management in patients receiving chemotherapy has prompted many states of the USA to legalize its production in the name of medical Marijuana. In India some states like Utra Khand have allowed production of Marijuana only for medicinal purpose. Dopamine seems to be closely related to self mutilation as a strong dose of dopaminergic (amphetamine) can enhance self mutilation. Observations have been made that some substances like cocaine and cannabis can interact with dopamine with dopamine transporters to alter synaptic transmission. It seems 9-THC is involved in animal psychosis by enhancing dopaminergic neurotransmission. Increased genetic vulnerability in humans increases the risk of psychosis and neurological impairment cannabis consumed subjects. loss of inhibitory control of the brain can lead to mutilation behavior in addicted subjects.

Cannabis and its related products are banned in NDPS act 1985. Despite heavy penalties and punishment still cannabis consumption has increased. Cannabis and its products are preferred in different ceremonies which is still a driving force for its consumption. We need a strict implementation of prohibitory laws and spread awareness to keep people away from cannabis and its products.
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